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April 10, 2020 

 

Reminders 
 

+NETT/SIREN Steering 
Committee Call  

April 22nd at 12pm ET 

 

+NETT/SIREN Study 
Coordinator Call  

May 5th at 1pm ET 

Hyperbaric Oxygen Brain Injury Treatment Trial Newsletter 

EFIC Local IRB Notification Letter 

Thank you to OSU for submitting the 

EFIC Local IRB Notification Letter!  

Screening Continues! 

Thank you to all the sites that continued to 

screen for potential subjects during March.  

Contributors to the 34 subjects screened are 

Minnesota, Maryland, Duke, Kentucky, 

Wayne, UCSD and OSU. Keep it up!  This 

information is important! 

HOBIT Updates 

Administrative Preparations are conducive to off-site working 
that may be required during the COVID19 pandemic.  We encourage 
all sites where work activity has not been prohibited, to continue with 
tasks that support regulatory and administrative preparations.  SIREN 
will continue to review and process eDOAs, people and site regulato-
ry documents, CIRB forms and schedule site readiness calls.   

EFIC CC and PD Activities should be continued where possible.  
SIREN will work with sites to help come up with creative solutions to 
continue to conduct meaningful engagements with the community 
consistent with the existing EFIC plans.   

GOAL:  All sites with IRB approved EFIC activities (CC and 
PD) by the time we re-open sites for trial enrollment. 

Consider the following: 

Investigators can join in on existing meetings of community 
groups or conduct individual interviews with community stakehold-
er leaders by teleconferencing.  

Focus groups can be conducted through teleconferencing. 

Optimized use of Twitter, Facebook, and other social media plat-
forms can be used to generate interactions and obtain valuable 
feedback. 

Outsourcing community consultation to a survey vendor to per-
form random digit dialing surveys 

Booth events are not practical at this time and will have to be re-
placed with new activities in sites’ lists of planned events. 

Most methods of public disclosure are not in person so have no 
significant barriers. 

Innovate, and then share successes peer to peer!  

 


